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A PARTNERSHIP FOR COMMUNITY  HEALTH 
AND WELLNESS

The University of Dayton - Hanley Sustainability Institute 
has partnered with Mission of Mary Cooperative, East 
End Community Services, and MKSK to design, construct, 
and activate Lincoln Hill Gardens, an urban sustainability 
demonstration site.  The project is located on five acres 
in Dayton's Twin Towers Neighborhood at the former 
site of Lincoln Elementary School.  The new community 
greenspace will not only provide opportunities for 
outdoor recreation, but also a space for all to learn 
about sustainable land and food practices.  An urban 
farm will produce nourishing foods and create job-skill 
training opportunities for diverse neighborhood residents.  
Lincoln Hill Gardens will be a cornerstone for developing 
a self-sustaining, healthy community through a resilient, 
community-backed, inclusive design that is built on the 
skills, wants, and needs of the community.

Manage and operate the urban agriculture 
education center and become a steward for 

food education at the site

Deepen the involvement of neighbors with 
the site through active education and health-

focused community events

Enrich student learning with urban agriculture and 
sustainability research through neighborhood-based 

service learning programs
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LINCOLN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
ONCE SERVING OVER 500 
CHILDREN, TEACHERS, AND 
RESIDENTS, CLOSES; SITE 
BECOMES A CHARTER SCHOOL

THE CONSTRUCTION OF PHASE 
1 BEGINS WITH A VOLUNTEER 
EFFORT TO ERECT THE HOOP 
HOUSES

EAST END COMMUNITY 
SERVICES, MISSION OF MARY 
COOPERATIVE AND UNIVERSITY 
OF DAYTON FORMS A 
PARTNERSHIP TO DEVELOP THE 
LAND INTO A COMMUNITY ASSET

THE FIRST  OF MANY PUBLIC 
MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS ARE 
HELD AT RUSKIN ELEMENTARY 
AND UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

A COMMUNITY POTLUCK IS HELD 
ON THE SITE THANKS TO THE 
DONATION OF A WHOLE HOG TO 
MISSION OF MARY COOPERATIVE

THE HISTORIC LINCOLN 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IS 
DEMOLISHED; SITE BECOMES 
VACANT; SOCIAL FABRIC 
OF NEIGHBORHOOD IS 
NEGATIVELY IMPACTED

PUBLIC WORKSHOPS ARE 
HELD TO GET PUBLIC INPUT 
ON THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
OF THE SITE

THE SITE BECOMES AN 
INTEREST TO EAST END 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
AND MISSION OF MARY 
COOPERATIVE

HANLEY SUSTAINABILITY 
INSTITUTE IS CREATED 
THROUGH A LEADERSHIP 
GIFT FROM THE HANLEY 
FAMILY

THE SITE BECOMES A 
FOCUS OF A GROUP OF 
DEDICATED UNIVERSITY 
OF DAYTON STUDENTS MKSK JOINS THE 

PARTNERSHIP TO 
DEVELOP A MASTER 
SITE PLAN

MKSK PRESENTS THE VISION 
PLAN FOR LINCOLN HILL 
GARDENS

EAST END COMMUNITY 
SERVICES PURCHASES 
THE LAND AND SETS IT 
ASIDE FOR OPEN SPACE 

CONSTRUCTION OF 
PHASES 2-4 BEGIN AS 
MORE PARTNERSHIPS 
ARE FORGED AND FUND-
RAISING GOALS MET

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE 
COMMUNITY GARDEN PLOTS; 
SOCIAL FABRIC IS BEING 
RESTORED, ONE STEP AT A TIME
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LOW-INCOME NEIGHBORHOODS = LESS PARKS
the Twin Towers neighborhood has a median income of $17,600 and 0 acres of 
formalized parkland.

HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
65% of residents in Twin Tower are unemployed or not in 
the workforce

LOW ACCESS TO NUTRITIOUS FOOD
Dayton ranks worst in Ohio and 9th in the country in food hardship 
making it one of the worst deserts in the nation; there is only 1 
major grocer within 1 mile radius of the Lincoln Hill Gardens site 

NO PARKS = NOT ENOUGH EXERCISE
80% of children in the US do not achieve the recommended 60 minutes 
of physical activity per day; while 29% of adults engage in no leisure 
time physical activity

HEALTH BENEFITS
Increased access to places for physical activity leads to a 25% increase in people exercising 
3 or more times a week.

With over 3/4 acre of growing space Lincoln Hill Gardens would  facilitate the growth of 15,000 
pounds of produce each year, providing hundreds of families with healthy and nutritious food.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS
By providing space for neighborhood events, Lincoln Hill Gardens would facilitate the creation 
of strong social ties within the community.

On site growth opportunities will include job-skill training opportunities and workforce 
development through site maintenance, operations, and food production as well as educational 
programs on backyard gardening and the importance of leading a healthy life.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
Proximity to park space may increase property value by as much as $4.20 for every foot 
moving toward greenery.

Parks enable economic revitalization by attracting and retaining businesses and residents.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Trees reduce pollution and can remove from the air as much as 15% of the ozone, 14% of the 
sulfur dioxide, 13% of the particulate matter and 8% of the nitrogen dioxide.

Greenery and rain gardens reduce stormwater runoff consequently decreasing the frequency 
of flooding in nearby rivers.

Native plants increase the ecological and biological diversity of a site and its capacity to 
provide critical habitat for pollinator species such as bees, butterflies, and birds.

Data sourced from: Sherer, P. M. (2003). Why America needs more city parks and open space. The Trust for Public Land White Paper, 11-20.               
Data sourced from: US Census Bureau. (2015). Twin Towers, Dayton, Ohio. Statistical Atlas. Retrieved from: http://statisticalatlas.com/

neighborhood/Ohio/Dayton/Twin-Towers/Overview           
65



COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT THROUGH 
DISCUSSION + PUBLIC FORUM

Twin Towers community members were surveyed by 
University of Dayton students and East End Community 
Services staff to uncover their aspirations and concerns 
for site development.  Residents and local businesses 
also attended discussions, presentations, and planning 
meetings led by MKSK to shape the site design into an 
asset that can be used by the entire community. These 
forums provided a great deal of feedback to help shape 
the development of the site design.  A common request 
from the community was to not obstruct the grand views 
of the Downtown Dayton skyline.  Many residents also 
expressed interest in creating a flexible, multi-purpose 
space that can be used for a variety of activities and play.
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Natural Playscape

Event Lawn

Feature

Urban agriculture/
community gardens

Large (3 acres) Medium (1 acre)

Small (quarter-acre) Medium (1 acre)

Large areas (multiple) Small/Multiple

None None

Yes (multi-use facility)
Yes (integrated with a 

multi-use facility)

No Yes

None Yes (limited areas)

Yes (multiple RE tech) Yes (multiple RE tech)

Few/Focused
Many types/Connecting 

Key Program

Yes (multiple types/areas) Yes (multiple types/areas)

Small (half-acre)

Large (3 acres)

None

Large areas (multiple)

None

Yes (multiple areas)

Yes (multiple areas)

None

Many/Crossing/
Meandering

Few options

Learning Kitchen

Traditional 
Playground

Basketball/Intense 
Active Uses

Energy Production

Pathways

Educational 
Programming/Outlets

Sledding Hill

Community ParkProductive Park Lincoln Hill Gardens

Natural Systems 
and Playscape

Community Space

Urban Ag.

Natural Systems 
and Playscape

Community 
Space

Urban Ag.

Productive Park Community Park

A PLACE FOR COMMUNITY

OUTDOOR RECREATION

FOOD ACCESS + EDUCATION

OUTDOOR EDUCATION

ENHANCE BIODIVERSITY

NATURAL PLAYSCAPES

Natural Systems 
and Playscapes Community 

Space

Urban 
Agriculture

A DESIGN THAT MEDIATES UNIQUE GOALS + 
COMPLEX NEEDS WITH SIMPLE STRATEGIES 

Through a collaborative process, the design team helped 
the community and partnership refine goals, expectations, 
and ideas.  Several public meetings were held throughout 
the process, each time learning more about the needs of 
the residents while strengthening the neighborhood's social 
fabric.  While learning from these public outreach efforts, 
the design team went through an extensive analysis and 
design development process.  A park typology analysis 
revealed that the Partnership's expectations for this 
project was not typical of an urban farm or a traditional 
community park.  Rather, a seamless hybrid of the two 
was desired and a detailed design program followed.

Several collaborative exercises were used to locate design 
program elements with the site.  Numerous concept plan 
iterations were vetted by the Partnership and the final 
vision for Lincoln Hill Gardens artfully and resourcefully 
integrates urban agriculture, ecological services, natural 
playscapes, public art, environmental education, and 
community gathering areas for the betterment of Twin 
Towers and East Dayton.
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TR

EET

DOVER STREET

DEMPHLE AVENUE

BIDLEMAN STREET THE FOREST

URBAN AGRICULTURE 
EDUCATION CENTER

COMMUNITY 
GARDENS

COMMUNITY GREEN + 
AMPHITHEATER

WETLAND EXPLORATION

DOVER HILLSIDE

NATURE 
PLAYSCAPE

THE 
SCULPTURE 

HILL

EDUCATION 
KITCHEN

LINCOLN HILL GARDENS
The Vision

Lincoln Hill Gardens sits on the site of the former 
Lincoln School, which was demolished in 2012 and 
damaged the cultural fabric of the neighborhood.  The 
site sits within one of the most challenged food deserts 
in the nation. Moreover, the neighborhood has low 
educational attainment, and high unemployment, crime, 
and land vacancy rates.  However, through a partnership 
focused on food sovereignty, education, and natural 
resource conservation, East End Community Services, 
the University of Dayton - Hanley Sustainability 
Institute, Mission of Mary Cooperative,  and the planning 
and design team are collaborating to address these 
considerable challenges. The Partnership and design team 
collaborated to envision a public space that integrates 
urban agriculture, ecological services, natural playscapes, 
public art, environmental education, and community 
gathering areas for Twin Towers and all of East Dayton.

A Birdseye View of Lincoln Hill Gardens 1211



THE MASTER PLAN
THE FOREST THE FOREST

URBAN AGRICULTURE 
EDUCATION CENTER

COMMUNITY 
GARDENS

COMMUNITY GREEN + 
AMPHITHEATER

WETLAND 
EXPLORATION

DOVER 
HILLSIDE

NATURE 
PLAYSCAPE

THE 
SCULPTURE 

HILL

EDUCATION 
KITCHEN

URBAN AGRICULTURE EDUCATION CENTER

COMMUNITY GREEN + PERFORMANCE PAVILION

EDUCATION KITCHEN

NATURE PLAYSCAPE

THE SCULPTURE HILL

DOVER HILLSIDE

WETLAND EXPLORATION

The Forest Path

Thinned Canopy + Restored Understory

Stationary Hoop House

Community Raised Beds + Sheds

Fruit/Nut Orchard

The Front Porch + Promenade

The Stoop + Feature Wall

Amphitheater

The Event Lawn

The Sculpture Hill

Performance Pavilion + Plaza

Mounds and Climbing Play Features

Public Art/Sculpture

Kitchen Building

Movable High-tunnels

Agriculture Production and “Back of House”

Restoration + Experimentation Plots

Kitchen Gardens

Canopy Classroom

Wetland Classroom

Event Plaza and Stationary Grills

Steps of Railroad Ties

Wetland Restoration and Native Plantings

Terrace Gardens

Dover Entry + Feature Wall
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DEMPHLE AVENUE

BEAUMONT

SOUTH PARK 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH

TO MISSION 
OF MARY HQ 

(500 FEET)

TO XENIA AVENUE 
COMMERCIAL 

CORE (1/4 MILE)

TO WAYNE AVENUE 
COMMERCIAL CORE 

(1/2 MILE)

TO MIAMI VALLEY 
HOSPITALS + 
UNIVERSITY OF 
DAYTON (1.25 MILE)
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GROWING COMMUNITY THROUGH FOOD 
PRODUCTION + NUTRITION PROGRAMMING

As the site develops, community members will be 
encouraged to observe, interact with, and learn from the 
sustainable agricultural features.  Three hoop houses will 
be bordered with community garden beds, an orchard, and 
a composting facility that will all be key in cultivating 
local, responsibly-grown produce.  Signage will be posted 
to teach visitors about the importance of eating a nutrient-
rich diet as preventative healthcare maintenance.  Future 
nutrition programming events offer ample opportunities 
for collaboration with dieticians and healthcare providers. 

Lincoln Hill Gardens Promenade and Com-
munity Plots Frame the Entry

community kitchen with 
commercial appliances, vegetated 

roof, and permeable paver plaza

raised bed community plots with integrated seating; 
heights vary based on needs, age, abilities

kitchen gardens; fragrant, pollinator, and 
herbs for community kitchen programs

community plaza with movable seating, grill 
stations, and decorative lighting 

sheds and comfort facilities help to organize the 
community gardens and early phases of the project

fruit + nut orchard; first phase 
of a less formalized edible forest

canopy tree grove 
and “the mounds” 

playscape (ages: 2-6)

reclaimed barrels and other 
found materials for raised 
beds and to create interest
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highlighting views to the Downtown 
skyline and broad Miami River Valley

natural playscapes with simple 
mounds, climbing features, and instru-

ments for motor skill development

an integrated performance plaza+ pavilion 
provide a stage for local acts and performers

native turf sloped to enhance views of 
performances and Downtown skyline

clumps of shade trees with conversational 
and artistic seating elements

A VIBRANT COMMUNITY GREEN THAT SETS THE 
STAGE FOR FREEDOM + CREATIVITY

The community green, pavilion, and amphitheater, create 
a large setting for community events, field play, and 
relaxing  Terraced seating is built in to existing grade near 
the corner of Demphle and Nassau with paths taking you 
down in to the site from the corner plaza spaces.  The 
paths that descend in to the park area are dotted by trees 
to help frame the community green.  The kitchen area is 
comprised of a large plaza space that can house outdoor 
events of various sizes, performance bands, and similar 
functions.  Flanking this area are two kitchen gardens 
that house edible plants and herbs as well as fragrant and 
pollinator species.  The kitchen building, sitting centered 
on the plaza and terminating the the green, would have a 
large open room with commercial-grade kitchen, various 
appliances for each stage of the cooking process (prep, 
cooking, baking, value-added processes, packaging), 
storage, audio/visual equipment, and a covered outdoor 
space where hosts can entertain and hold even smaller, 
more intimate gatherings.

Keeping Views to the Miami River Valley 
and Downtown Skyline Clear 1817



NATURAL PLAYSCAPES TO ENGAGE THE 
SENSES + DEVELOP SKILLS FOR ALL AGES

The natural playscapes would utilize the top of the existing 
slope adjacent to the community kitchen, and internal to 
the site for safety and design purposes, to create climbing 
walls, wooden play structures, tree forts, a slide with 
appropriate landing pad, immersive planting schemes, and 
other interactive play equipment.  This play area is set 
beneath larger canopy trees for shade and relief.   Other 
play elements such as puzzles, musical instruments, simple 
mounds, and shorter, more safe equipment for smaller, 
younger kids is incorporated in another play area closer to 
the central plaza and kitchen building for optimal views 
and shade.  This younger play areas for children ages 2 
to 5 are intended to be softer and subtler than the larger, 
more active play zones targeting children ages 5-12.

Natural Playscapes Invite Creativity for 
Children and Adults Alike 2019



NATIVE PLANTINGS + NATURAL SYSTEMS AS 
OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS

Interacting with natural systems is known to be one of 
the most impactful experiences for children and adults 
alike.  Hidden within the brush, below your feet in the 
soil, or below the water line in the wetland both flora 
and fauna are working hard to provide ecological services 
that in turn benefit the larger community.  The flora 
and fauna active in these systems provide great learning 
opportunities and memorable experiences for children 
throughout all of East Dayton.  The vision for this area 
includes an outdoor classroom hovering over a designed 
wetland ecosystem that is both an educational tool as 
well as a critical piece of stormwater management for 
the site.  Here, we're able to utilize a much needed water 
management as an active learning experience.

Explore the Natural Systems of the Site, 
and Search for Native Plants and Animal 
Communities of the Miami Valley 2221
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COMMUNITY GREEN WITH PERFORMANCE PAVILION 
AND EDUCATION KITCHEN
A large, community open space formalized by an amphitheater, large 
shade trees, entry plazas, and seating elements that terminate at a raised 
performance plaza and education kitchen with sweeping views of the 
Dayton skyline and Miami River Valley.

COMMUNITY GARDENS           
As our first impression of the site the gardens feature raised beds of a 
contemporary style with benches integrated at the ends.  A shed and 
restroom facility with green roofs and of contemporary styling safeguard 
tools and other supplies for the community.  A grid of fruit trees form an 
orchard to reinforce the edge of the community gardens.

NATURE PLAYSCAPE               
Designed to allow for a wide range of ages and activities this area has both 
simple mounds and climbing structures as well as nets and forts made of 
natural materials.  The nature playscape also uses native, woody plantings 
to create an immersive environment where kids can better experience and 
interact more closely with natural systems.

THE SCULPTURE HILL + DOVER HILLSIDE    
Utilizing the existing hillside, this area is filled with short grass and 
wildflower plantings with public art “follies” scattered throughout.  
Experimentation plots take up certain zones of the hillside allowing for 
restoration projects while still allowing for sledding and play zones.
Potential Public Art:  TBD by donor(s)/fund-raising

THE FOREST               
The existing trees and understory are edited and cleared of debris to allow 
for a “nature” walk that meanders through newly planted areas.  The 
“canopy classroom” allows students to be elevated within the existing tree 
canopy and learn about trees and forest ecosystems.

WETLAND EXPLORATION             
By expanding the existing rain garden this area becomes both an 
educational and functional ecological attribute.  Wetland plantings, rock 
outcroppings, and boardwalk structures allow for ample outdoor classroom 
opportunities.
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PHASE 01 (2016-2017)
Urban Agriculture Education Center
Initial Shade Trees + Seating
Basic Aggregate Paths
Community Gardens (Phase 01)
Nature Playscapes
Wetland Exploration Preparation
Main Concrete Pathway
Front Porch Plazas + Walls
Seating Elements
Honeysuckle Removal
The Forest Understory Clearing
Site Utilities (Phase 01)
Site Events + Programming
Site Clean-up
On-site Education

FUTURE PHASES
Community Gardens (Phase 02)
Education Kitchen
Kitchen Gardens
Community Green
Performance Pavilion
Amphitheater
The Sculpture Hill
Dover Hillside
Wetland Exploration Classroom
Wetland Exploration Plantings
The Forest Classroom
Edible Forest
Site Events + Program
Site Clean-up
On-site Education

THE EXPERIENCES + PHASING THEM IN
THE FOREST

URBAN AGRICULTURE 
EDUCATION CENTER

COMMUNITY 
GARDENS

COMMUNITY GREEN + 
AMPHITHEATER

WETLAND 
EXPLORATION

DOVER 
HILLSIDE

NATURE 
PLAYSCAPES

THE 
SCULPTURE 

HILL

EDUCATION KITCHEN 
+ PAVILION
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KEEPING THE MOMENTUM WITH COMMUNITY-
BASED FOOD + HEALTH EVENTS

The partnership understands the need for constant 
activity at the site to increase awareness, show that 
they are mutually invested, and create a forum for the 
on-going development of Lincoln Hill Gardens.  This 
approach allows the community and partners to co-
develop a vision that addresses the most pressing needs 
of the community and test the ideas that are laid out 
in the Vision Plan.  These events give the design team, 
community, and partnership  an opportunity to see how 
people actually use the site for various events which in 
turn informs the next phase of design--it gives everyone 
an opportunity to vote simply by showing up and taking 
part these events by sharing their feelings and ideas as to 
what they envision taking place at Lincoln Hill Gardens.  
This approach has and will continue to be an educational 
tool for all of those involved.
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For more information about donating, volunteering, or other ways you 
would like to contribute to Lincoln Hill Gardens, please contact one of 

the partnership organizations below.

Michael Schulz
Executive Director

Stephen Mackell
Farm Manager

missionofmaryfarm@gmail.com

Donald Pair
Acting Head, Hanley 

Sustainability Institute
dpair1@udayton.edu

Tess Keener
Project Manager

keenere1@udayton.edu

Jan Lepore-Jentleson
Executive Director

jlepore-jentleson@east-end.org

Kate Ervin
Chief Operating Officer
kervin@east-end.org
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